Imported Safety Instructions
Read all warnings and instructions in manuals 332455. Save those instructions.

Part No. Description
26C295 Kit, Hose Connector, 1/4” npt, FX75 1500 psi
26C296 Kit, Hose Connector, 3/8” OD tube barb, FX75 300 psi*
26C297 Kit, Hose Connector, 1/4” npt, FFKM 1500 psi
26C298 Kit, Hose Connector, 3/8” OD tube barb, FFKM 300 psi*

* Compatible tubing rated to 225 psi

Hose-end connector kits provide quick and easy hose connection to Graco ProMix PD front-face color change manifold fluid ports without need of special tools or disconnection of surrounding hoses.

NOTE: Hose-end connector kits are only intended to be used with Graco ProMix PD front-face fluid ports of low- and high-pressure color change manifolds. It is not intended to be used on the color stack common inlet/outlet-end fluid port.

Color change manifold front face

Drill bit not compatible with end fluid port

** See Wetted Parts Construction for definition
Assembly Instructions

1. Install the PTFE o-ring (F) to the outlet fitting (C).
2. Insert the outlet fitting (C), with the o-ring (F), into the housing (D).
3. Thread the outlet fitting (C) into the color change manifold, and orient the housing (D) so the setscrew (E) hole is accessible with a 3 mm hex torque tool.
4. Torque the outlet fitting (C) to 120 in-lb. using a 4 mm hex torque tool.
5. Connect the hose coupling (A) to the fluid hose. (Models 26C296 and 26C298 include a tube retaining nut (G) that is connected to the fluid hose and threaded into the hose coupling (A).)
6. Install the FX75 or FFKM o-ring (B) on the hose coupling (A). (Insert the hose coupling (A) into the housing (D) until the o-ring (B) contacts the bottom of the housing.)
7. Install the setscrew (E) into the housing (D) and torque to 50 in-lb. using a 3 mm hex torque tool.
8. Confirm the hose coupling (A) is sufficiently secure to prevent movement or rotation.

Wetted Parts Construction

316 SST, 17-4 SST, PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene), and FX75 (chemically-resistant fluorocarbon) or FFKM (perfluoroelastomer).

Graco Information

For the latest information about Graco products, visit www.graco.com.
For patent information, see www.graco.com/patents.

TO PLACE AN ORDER, contact your Graco distributor or call to identify the nearest distributor.
Phone: 612-623-6921 or Toll Free: 1-800-328-0211 Fax: 612-378-3505